Visual information is essential for robot systems to realize given tasks in dynamic environments. There have been many vision researches adopting deliberative approaches in order to describe 3-D scene structure, which are very time consuming, and therefore utilizing these methods t o real robot applications seems hard. Recently, there have been many studies on visual servoing control schemes utilizing the visual sensors t o increase the capability of the robot systems in the dynamic environments(you can find a summary in [I]). In these days, many studies focus on control schemes which make features on the image planes converge to the desired values [2-91.
P Introduction
Visual information is essential for robot systems to realize given tasks in dynamic environments. There have been many vision researches adopting deliberative approaches in order to describe 3-D scene structure, which are very time consuming, and therefore utilizing these methods t o real robot applications seems hard. Recently, there have been many studies on visual servoing control schemes utilizing the visual sensors t o increase the capability of the robot systems in the dynamic environments(you can find a summary in [I]). In these days, many studies focus on control schemes which make features on the image planes converge to the desired values [2-91. On the other hand, a camera, which is used as an artificial vision device, often has a zoom mechanism.
A zoom mechanism is a peculiar mechanism of artificial vision that animals do not have. Utilizing a zoom mechanism can change sensitivity of image features w. r. t. manipulator movement, and can compensate the limit of the physical constraint of the manipulator mechanism. It can also change resolvability of the cameras [lO] . But the zoom mechanism has only one d. 0. f. and cannot realize fast motion because of its auto-focusing function, etc. Therefore to utilizirig merits of the zoom mechanism with the manipulator mcchanism, a certain combining controller have to be proposed. In this sense, by utilizing this zoom mechanism, the ability of visual servoing is enhanced. Nelson and Mhosla[10] only focused on the resolvability, not on the complementary and/or redundant characteristics of the zoom and arm mechanisms.
In this paper, we propose a complementary visual servoing controller of zoom and arm mechanisms.
IEEE lnternatlonal Conference o n Robotics a n d Automation 0-7803-1965-6/95 $4.00 01995 IEEE First we discuss on the condition that camera position and zoom setting are considered as redundant, which is not strictly true since the former alters the perspective distortion while the latter does not. Then a visual servoing controller is proposed making use of complementary characteristics of the both mechanisms. To show the effectiveness of the proposed controller, experimental results are shown.
2 Equivalence between zoom mechanism and arm mechanism
When the arm has enough degrees of freedom to make the image features converge t o the given desired features, and the cameras have additional zoom mechanisms, the whole system will be a redundant system to accomplish the given task. But "positioning by the arm mechanism" and "zooming" are not always equivalent(see figure 1) . In this section, we will derive the condition to make positioning by the arm mechanism and zooming are almost equivalent. 
Visual servoing system with zoom
A system consisting of an arm mechanism and cameras is shown in figure 2 . Let E , , Cc arid C I denote the world coordinate frame fixed on the ground, a camera coordinate frame fixed on the camera base, and an image coordinate frame fixed t o the image plane, respectively. Let " p and w + denote position and orientation vectors of C, with respect t o E,. Let Ix E Rm and Assuming that the object is fixed to the ground.
If the system does not have a zoom mechanism, the image feature vector 'x is a function of " p and w+,
(1)
I
By differentiating this equation, a relation between the time-derivative of image feature vector and velocity vector of cameras,
can be obtained, where wv E Xn denotes a velocity vector of C, with respect to E,. The matrix J E
Wxn is an image jacobian.
If the system has zoom mechanisms, the image feature vector Ix is a function of W p , " 4 and focal length vector f E X', 
Equivalence between zoom mecha-
As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, positioning by the arm mechanism and zooming are not always equivalent. In this subsection, this equivalence will be discussed.
At t = 0, initial vector of image features is assumed to coincide with the desired vector. If the system i s not equipped with zoom mechanisms, a realizability condition to realize the given desired features, is 'X = J V , (4) nism and arm mechanism Even if additional desired image features are appended, the realizability condition ( 5 ) may be satisfied as far as the desired image features are given dependent to the 3D constraint (for example, as far as the desired image features are given by teaching by showing).
If the system is equipped with zoom mechanisms, the condition that zooming and positioning by the arm mechanism are equivalent becomes rank[;jl'Xd] = rank[JI'kd].
(6)
Because zooming is not equivalent to positioning, this equation is not always satisfied. But if cameras are far from the object, and the image features are viewed in small range, as is often the case with visual servoing, zooming and positioning by the arm mechanism are almost equivalent.
Consider the case that the sign of equality holds in eq. ( 
Visual servoing controller utilizing
In the previous section, we have derived the condition that zooming is almost equivalent to positioning by the arm mechanism. In such a case, the whole system is considered to be a redundant system.
The arm mechanism can realize fast motion, but when the dynamic range of the desired image feature becomes large, the system cannot realize visual servoing because of the physical constraint. On the other hand, the zoom mechanism cannot realize fast motion, but by utilizing this, one can compensate the limit of the physical constraint of the arm mechanism.
In this paper, we utilize the redundancy to satisfy the following equations: zoom mechanism where f is desired focal length vector. The desired focal length is calculated so as to keep the robot arm in an appropriate posture. By tuning the gain matrices K , and K f , we can make use of the redundancy. For compensating fast and small motion, the arm mechanism is used, and for compensating slow and large motion, the zoom mechanism is used. In this sense, gain K , is selected rather large, while K f is selected rather small.
Eq.(4) can be rewritten,
From eq. (9) we can obtain the input uf as
From eqs.(l0) and (11), we can calculate the input U,:
where J,+ denotes a pseudo-inverse matrix of J , . In figure 3 , the structure of the proposed visual servoing scheme is shown.
I --* I uv arm d, eq. (12) mechanism ental results will be shown to demonstrate effectiveness of the proposed scheme. In figure 4 , a camera-manipulator system used for experiments is shown. The robot manipulator is a puma type 6 d. 0. f. robot manipulator, Js-5 by Kawasaki Heavy Industry. In this experiment, the manipulator is used as a 3 d. 0. f. manipulator. At the tip of the manipulator, a ramera modide (Sony, EVI-310) is attached.
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The structure of the system is shown in figure 5 . The video signal from the camera EVI-310 is sent to the tracking module(Fujitsu). The tracking module has a function of block correlation to track some pre-memorized patterns [ll] . Then the tracking moduie feeds coordinates of reference patterns to the controller, MVME167( CPU:68040, 33MHz, motorola) in video plane 512 x 480 [pixel] . The controller calculates control input for the robot by the proposed scheme and sends it to the robot controller via VME-VME bus adapter. It also calculates control input for the zoom mechanism and sends via a RS-232C serial port to the camera module EVI-310. A Sun sparc 2 is used t o supervise the VME system via ether net. C language is used to write the control program. case 1 K f . 7 0, the case that the zoom mechanism is
In figure 6 , error norm of a feature point in the image plane, II [XI y1IT -[w m17 11, is shown. In figure 7 , change of focal length f is shown. In figure  8 , tip position of the robot, " p , is shown. From figure 6, we can show that the capacity of the proposed method t o make image features converge to the desired values, is almost the same as that of a mcthod without utilizing zoom mechanisms. Checked in the preliminary experiment, the speed of the zoom mechanism is almost double times comparing to that of the arm mechanism. Therefore the results in figure 6 have demonstrated that the arm can compensate the slow response of the camera from this experiment. From figures 7 and 8, by applying the proposed method, a t the beginning of control, the arm is working so as to not utilized. Next, we demonstrate how the zoom mechanism compensate the iange of the arm mechanism. We give a desired image features so that the arm mechanism by itself cannot realize. Results are shown in figure  9 . With the zoom mechanism the wholc system can eliminate the step error, while without the zoom meclianism it stops a t around 3[s] because the arm is near a singular posture. From these results, we can show that when change of desired images is large, the zoom mechanism can compensate the phisical limitation of In this paper, a complementary visual servoing controller of zoom and arm mechanisms has been proposed. We have discussed on the condition that camera position and zoom setting are considered as redundant, and on a complementary visual servoing controller.
In this paper we assume that the image jacobian is known. But in the real environment, the image jacobian is generally unknown. To make the system adaptive to environments, we have t o think out the estimator of the image jacobian[l2].
As mentioned in the introduction, utilizing a zoom mechanism can change sensitivity of image features w. r. t. manipulator movement, resolvability, and can compensate the limit of the physical constraint of the manipulator mechanism. These are partly realized in this paper, a t the control level, and can be extended to the phase of trajectory planning and higher layer of the vision-based controller.
